Predicting the oil well production is very important and also quite a complex mission for the petroleum engineering. Due to its complexity, the previous empirical methods could not perform well for different kind of wells, and intelligent methods are applied to solve this problem. In this paper the multi expression programming (MEP) method has been employed to build the prediction model for oil well production, combined with the phase space reconstruction technique. The MEP has shown a better performance than the back propagation networks, gene expression programming method and the Arps decline model in the experiments, and it has also been shown that the optimal state of the MEP could be easily obtained, which could overcome the overfitting.
Ferreira [14] put forward a new genetic algorithm, genetic expression programming(GEP), which encoded the gene with a binary tree that could be converted to a mathematical expression. This innovation extended the expression ability of the chromosome, and could be used for the time series prediction [15] . With its success, the GEP has been extended to multi expression programming(MEP) [16, 17] . In the MEP, individuals carried more than one gene, which means the each individual could express not only one mathematical expression but several. This extension makes the GEP more flexible and better performing.
In this paper, the prediction model based on MEP has been built, and its applicability has been evaluated. To compare the performance of MEP to previous models, the GEP, ANN and Arps decline model have also been applied to predict the oil well production in this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec.2 introduces the MEP, including its relationship with the GEP; Sec.3 introduces the phase space reconstruction, which is the necessary processing when the MEP or ANN is used for time series regression, and the algorithm to build the prediction model based on MEP is summarized in Sec.4; Sec.5 presents the simulation experiment which includes the evaluation of MEP and the comparison to ANN and GEP. Conclusions are drawn in Sec.6.
THE MULTI EXPRESSION PROGRAMMING

Gene
Encoding the gene and constructing the chromosome could be deemed as the key criteria to distinguish different kinds of genetic algorithms. One individual only carries one gene in GEP while it carries several ones in the MEP. Being similar to the GEP, the gene is also encoded to be a mathematical expression in MEP, which could also be expressed as a binary tree. For example, in Fig. (1) there is a binary tree which contains three operators {*, +, exp} and three input parameters, where a and b are constants and x is the variable, respectively. The expression corresponding to the binary tree is (a+x)+exp (b) , and such expressions are called the genes in MEP. One individual is a set of binary trees in MEP, which means a single individual contains several genes like those in Fig. (1) . If one individual contains the expressions f 1 ,f , ,..f n , it will be in the form of y=a 1 f 1 +a 2 f 2 +....+a n f n +b, where the, a 1 ,a , ..a n , b are the parameters which will be determined by the least squares method.
In addition, the depth of the binary tree is restricted [18, 19] , because if the binary tree which stands for a gene is not restricted to have a maximum depth, both the GEP and MEP will be very difficult to analyze, and the complexity will be infinite theoretically [14] .
Cross Over
Cross over is actually exchanging the expression trees (or sub-trees) of each individual in order to generate new expressions. The two-point high-level operator is employed to cross over the individuals. Two-point means that two individuals are involved in the cross over operation. A probability will be set before the individuals are selected to be crossed over. And each time the individuals with high probability to be crossed over will be chosen, and this is what the high-level means. When two individuals have been selected to be crossed over, the genes of them will be replaced directly. Particularly, when both individuals have only one gene, they will be crossed over with the gene's sub-trees. In this kind of situation, the cross over operation of MEP is just the same as that of GEP.
Mutation
Mutation operation is quite similar to the cross over operation. Each individual is also labeled with a probability to be mutated. And the genes which are selected to be replaced by new ones are also selected randomly, and the new genes are generated randomly with no relationship to the parent generation. This operation confirms that each generation will cabled with new structures, and the results will not be influenced by the selection of the initial conditions.
Selection
Selection is based on the evaluation of each individual. Excellent individuals could perform high-precision forecastresults in prediction problems. The index to assess the ability of prediction accuracy is the fitness, which is defined as where theis the expected output, and theis the output of the prediction model. High fitness indicates good performance, while low fitness indicates bad performance. Each time the individuals with high fitness will be left in the next generation, while the ones with low fitness will be kicked out. Thus, the prediction results will get closer to the expected outputs by generation and generation.
PHASE SPACE RECONSTRUCTION
The embedded theorem of Takens [18] asserts that if the dynamical system is deterministic, the observed time series representing system can be expressed as
Where τ is the time-delay constant between samples, andis the embedded dimension. The phase space reconstruction of a set of time series
The reconstructed dynamic system is diffeomorphism to the original dynamic system [19] , and the new system could better reflect the changing rules of the original one. Within the Eq. (2), the Eq. (1) could be converted to x(t)= f(m i ). Then, the objective of regressing or predicting the time series is to find the expression of f(.). It is obviously very difficult to induce or summarize an appropriate f(.) which could perform well. But expression of f(.) could be automatically generalized by MEP. Thus, the MEP is eligible to be applied to build the prediction model of any kind of time series.
ALGORITHM
The algorithm to build the prediction model is summarized in Fig. (2) . The time delay constant and embedded dimension will be given before reconstructing the time series data. The first generation of individuals, also the binary trees will be initialized within the given max deep of binary tree and number of genes for each individual. The best expression in each time of iteration will be stored, and the terminal expression will be chosen from all the best ones in every iteration.
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Fig. (2).
The algorithm of building the prediction model based on MEP and phase space reconstruction.
SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
Evaluation Indices of Model Accuracy
Evaluation of the model accuracy is twofold, the fitting accuracy and the prediction accuracy. The mean square error(MSE), mean relative percentage error (MRPE), relative mean squares(RMS) and the linear correlative coefficient(R) of each model are used to compare each models performance. The numerical formulas of these indices are listed below. 
RawData
The oil well selected in this paper is from one oil field of China, encoded as B52. The water cut (ratio of water production to the whole liquid production of the oil well) of this well has been above 36% since Jan, 1996, which means this oil well has entered the middle late development period. Being similar to the oil fields, the productions of oil wells also decline in the middle late development period. Fig. (3) shows the production time series of B52, and details of each point are shown in Table 1 . It could be seen that the production of B52 is decreasing overall, but the production is
fluctuating. 71 points of six years monthly production are used as raw data. Former 59 points are used to train the models, and last 12 points are used to test the prediction performance accuracy of each model, respectively. 
Experiment 1: Compared to ANN and GEP
The time delay constantis set as 1, and the embedded dimensionis set as 12, respectively. Data after phase space reconstruction is shown in Table 2a and Table 2b , of which the first 47 points are used to build the ANN, GEP and MEP models, where x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ...,x 12 for input and y for output, respectively.
The ANN and GEP are all coded by C# from the open source project Aforge. NET [20] , and the platform is Visual Studio 2010. MEP is from the updated MEP tool box GPTIPS [17] , which has been updated in August 2013. The max gene tree length is 5, population is 100, and generations are 100 of both the GEP and MEP. Each GEP individual only carries one gene and each MEP individual carries 2 genes for most. The terminal expression of MEP is shown below The MEP is also compared to the typical back propagation network(BP-ANN) in this experiment. The ANN has been show a very strong ability of fitting in a plenty of researches, but over fitting often occurred in a lot of fields, including this experiment. Fig. (4) . The algorithm of building the prediction model based on MEP and phase space reconstruction. The fitting effect gets better when iterations increase, but meanwhile the prediction accuracy gets lower. The balance of fitting and prediction accuracy is found at 5000 times of iteration. The Arps decline model has also been used for comparison, three typical decline curves in Arps model, including the exponential decline, harmonic decline Simulation results are shown in Fig. (4) , and evaluation indices of fitting and prediction are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 , respectively. Obviously, the ANN shows the best fitting performance but the worst prediction performance. The Arps model performs worst in fitting and worse than the GEP and MEP in prediction. This indicates the genetic programming models are more eligible to build the prediction models. The MEP shows a better performance of fitting, and similar performance ofprediction to the GEP. And higher fitting precision of MEP indicates that more genes lead to more powerful ability of expression for gene expression programming models.
Experiment 2: Comparison of Different Number of Genes
MEP models with different number of genes have also been tested, and results are shown in Table 5 , Table 6 and Fig. (5), Fig. (6) , and the Matlab code of expressions with different number of genes is shown in the Appendix. It is shown that more genes lead to better fitting performance of MEP overall. But the prediction performance persists to get worse after the maximum genes exceed 5, which indicates the risk of over fitting still exists. Thus, when the MEP is employed to build a prediction model, the number of maximum genes should be restricted. And it is not hard to find out the optimal one by simulation experiments. Obviously, in this experiment, the optimal number of maximum genes is 6.
CONCLUSION
The multi expression programming algorithm has been applied to build the prediction model for oil well. As each individual carries several genes, the MEP has a more powerful ability of expression than the GEP. It has been shown in the experiment the MEP performed much better than the BP-ANN in predicting the oil well production even with less iterations. And also the MEP has shown a better performance than the Arps model.
Over-fitting would also occur to the MEP, nevertheless, it is easy to find an optimal number of maximum genes of the MEP, which could guarantee the MEP an optimal fitting and prediction performance. Thus, the MEP is eligible to build the production prediction model for oil well, which is better than the previous intelligent methods.
APPENDIX
The Matlab code for the expressions of MEP with different maximum genes is shown as follows, which can be directly run in the Matlab(versions after 7.0) platform. In these expressions the variable x is a matrix which stores the 
